There does not appear to be any obvious wayto accelerate neutrons, polarized or otherwise, to high energies by themselves. To investigate the behavior of polarized neutrons we therefore have to obtain them by accelenwing them as components of heavier nuclei, and then sorting out the contribution of the neutrons in the analysis of the reactions produced by the heavy ion beams.
There does not appear to be any obvious wayto accelerate neutrons, polarized or otherwise, to high energies by themselves. To investigate the behavior of polarized neutrons we therefore have to obtain them by accelenwing them as components of heavier nuclei, and then sorting out the contribution of the neutrons in the analysis of the reactions produced by the heavy ion beams.
The best "neutron carriers" for this purpose are probably 3He nuclei and deuterons. A polarized deuteron is primarily a combimtion of a proton and a neutron with their spins pointing in the same direction; in the 3He nucleus the spins of the two protons are opposite and the net spin (and magnetic moment) is almost the same as that of a free neutron.
Polarized ions other than protons may be accelerated, stored and collided in a ring such as RHIC provided the techniques proposed for polarized prc}ton operation can be adapted (or replaced by other strategies) for these ions.
To accelerate polarized particles in a ring, one must make provisions for overcoming the depolarizing resonances that occur at certain energies. These resonances arise when the spin tune (ratio & spin precession tkquency to orbit frequency) resonates with a component present in the horizon&d field. The horizontal field oscillates with the vertical motion of the particles (due to vertical focusing); its frequency spectrum is dominated by the vertical oscillation frequency and its modulation by the periodic structure of the accelerator ring. In addition, the magnet imperfections that distort the closed orbit vertically contain all integml Fourier harmonics of the orbit frequency.
The spin precession frequency in a plane machine is V,p = G'y (1) in the frame of refenmce turning with the particle, where G = (g-2)/2 is the magnetic moment anomaly & the particle. Resonances due to betatron oscillations ("intrinsic resonances") occur at those energies where (2) where v? is the vertical betatron oscillation tune, P is the periodicity of the lattice, and k is any integer. In addition "imperfection" resonances, associated with orbit distortion, occur at all integer values of G y Each resonance is characterized by a strength E, which depends on the amplitude of oscillations and/or orbit distortion as well as on the details of the lattice and, of course, on G. The resonance strengths can be calculated by the program DEPOL . where A equals the increment in Gy per revolution. To avoid depolarization this factor should be close to +1 or -1 for the passage through each resonance, i.e. the resonance strength z should be either small enough to make F >.99 or large enough to make F <-.99: either E <. 0225 4A or& >.733 dA.
To overcome the depolarization due to the resonances several methods maybe employed:
For all resonances: "Siberian snakes". These are devices that rotate the spin by 180°about a horizontal axis. With two snakes, spaced exactly 180°apart in the ring, and having axes that differ by 90°, the effect of the snakes is that in the absence of depolarizing field the spin tune is exactly 1/2 independent of energy, so that resonances do not arise (assuming the oscillation tlequency is not 1/2); the stable spin direction is vertical, up in half the ring and down in the other half. Siberian snakes may be made cf interleaved horizontal and vertical transverse deflection magnets, or helical dipole magnets (as proposed fix RHIC). They are attractive for high-ener~machines because the magnet strength needed fw a given amount of spin rotation is ahnost independent of energy (due to the factory in eq. (1)), so that they can be fixed-field unramped devices. For protons a Siberian snake -depending on detailed design -typically requires a total of around 20 to 25 Tesla-meters of deflection magnets. The orbit deflection associated with a given spin rotation is 1/ Gy times the spin rotation; therefore it can be quite small at high energy. On the other hand, Siberian snakes take up a minimum of 6-7 meters of space; this makes them impractical ibr machines such as the AGS where the longest straight section is 3 meters. Therefore other resonance-killing methods have to be, and are, employed there.
For imperfection resomnces:
(a) Conect the magnet errors so well that the imperfection resonances become weak enough. This was the method originally used at the AGS; it was very laborious and time-consuming. This method has now heen superseded by (b) The "partial snake" -a solenoid or a combination of helices and dipoles which rotates the spin by a small fraction (2-10%) of a fi.dl rotation. This enhances all the impefiection resonances and makes them strong enough so that complete spin reversal occurs on passage through each resonance (i.e. the factor F of eq. (3) is close to -1 ).
For intrinsic resonances:
(a) Rapidly jump across the resonance (2) by energizing fast quadruples that change the value d the vertical tune v, . This worked at the ZGS and the AGS, but was awkward and required large power supplies; furthermore at each jump the beam emittance would grow irnxersibly. This method has now been superseded at the AGS by (b) With a radiotlequency dipole, excite cohenmt betatron oscillations at a frequency close to the resonant frequency, and with an amplitude large enough so that the strength of the resonance is in the spin-flip range. Then, as the resonance energy is traverse~the spin of all particles will reverse. After the resonance has been passed, modulate the f excitation back down to zero; this should restore the beam emittance to its previous value. This method has been employed successfidly frst at IUCF and more recently in the latest run of Experiment E-880 at the AGS.
For acceleration of polarized ions other than protons, we have to investigate whether one or more of the above methods will work with these ions.
All nuclei with non-zero spin have magnetic moments, and if they are accelerated they again encounter spin resonances at appropriate values of G y. The anomaly G for a nucleus whose magnetic moment is p nuclear magnetons, atomic number Z , mass number A and spin S is
A measure of the feasibility of Siberian snakes is the magnet strength (say in Tesla-meters) needed for a spin rotation of 180°, which can be seen to be M(z) = 1. O.48A / (ZG) ( 
5)
We tabulate parameters for a few light nuclei: We see that only~, ke and '9Fhave anomalous moments large enough to make Siberian snakes f~ible with field strenfis compamble to (in bet somewhat less than~the on~s for protons. As we have seen, the spin properties of~e are essentially &termined by the neutron in the nucleus, so that this is probably the best option for the study of polarized neutrons. For~e, the helical snakes and rotatom envisaged for protons in RHIC work if the field in each is reduced by the factor 3.751/5.845 = 0.642 (the ratio of the BL(x) values for 3He and protons). So the helix whose field is 4.0 T in the proton case now needs a field of only 2.6 T, and the peak orbit excursion inside the helix, at injection energy, is 1.96 cm instead of 2.95 cm. On the other hand the resonances are more closely spaced, and somewhat stronger with an invariant emittance of 10 n mm-rnrad the strongest resonances have a strength of 0.7 units. Snakes should be capable of coping with this; however it will certainly help to make the emittance as small as possible. The following diagram shows the layout and orbit excursion for injection energy (16 GeV per nucleon). 
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The resonances in the AGS are likewise stronger and more closely spaced than with protons. But there should be no great diilkulty in overcoming them with the partial snake for imperfections and the f dipole for intrinsic resonances. -The rotators that bring the spin into the longitudinal direction also have to be reduced by the same 64% factor as the snakes, and should function as in the proton case.
Tritium and/or l%, if&sir@ could be handled the same way.
Deuterons
As for deuterons, the situation is entirely difTerent. The anomalous moment of D is so small that the resonances are very few in numbe~in fact there is only one impufection romance -and no intrinsic resonance -in the AGS below the energy of injection into RHIC (presumably y = 14). And in RHIC, with Y@ng from 13 to 140, the~~O~Y 12 intrinsic naommces and 19 imperfectionresonances.
BUT there is no way of getting rid of these with snakes. From the Table we see that the snake field that would be necessary for a given spin rotation is 25 times as strong as for protons, and clearly out of the question Intrinsic resonances C-however, be handled by the rf dipole methodl just as is done in the AGS; inducing cohenmt oscillations of amplitude 1 mm or so should be sullkient to make each intrinsic resonance strong enough for spin flip (the one at y = 120.15 is anyway strong enough without help).
As for the impufection resonances: With olbit corrections that bring the rms closed ofiit error down to 0.6 mm DEPGL estimates that the fmt four imperfection n?sonances, upto y=35, are weak enough to give less than 10?40 depolarization, the higher ones m too strong, but not nearly strong enough for 100?? spin flip. Themfon3 something analogous to the partial snake is needed. We have already seen that the existing helical snakes are much too weak to act as proper snakes. Even when they are fully enex to 4 Tesla in each helix, they only act as partial snakes with a spin rotation of around 0.2°, corresponding to a resonance strength of approximately 5x10-4 units -not enough to overcome the inqmfection resonances.
On the other hands, one may consider solenoids. Just as in the AGS, a solenoid of given strength using (5) and (6) we find that at top energy (Bp = 840 T-m) we need a solenoid of strength i.e. just twice the "partial snake" solenoid in use at the AGS. Such a solenoia which can be warm or cold (and may be ramped with the guide field), easily fits in one of the long Q3-Q4 gaps in an insertion. This solenoid will give complete spin flip at each of the 19 integer resonances in the acceleration range, provided only that the imperfection resonances we would have without the partial snake are weaker than 1.4x10-3. Cahnhtions using the SYNCH and DEPOL computer programs show that, with one @icular mndomnumber genemtor se@ and with rms alignment errors of 1/4 mm in the quads in the arc, the resulting closed orbit has an rms excursion of 2.5 mm, and the strongest depolarization xesonance (at y = 119) has strength 0.003, but the resonances below y = 100 are weaker than 0.001. Thus our 8 T-m solenoid should be able to cope with all integer Iwonances below about 200 GeV. If the MICADG orbit correction 1M Bai et al, Phys. Rev Letters (to be published) i scheme is usa the calculations show that the rms orbit excursion is reduced to 0.0 mm and the strongest integer resonance is well below the strength of. 001; thus the partial-snake solenoid should work just fine.
With the partial-snake solenoid scheme. the spin is very nearly vertical in the whole machine when the energy is reasonably fhr (more than several times E) fmm the resonance. But just exactly at the resonance energy the closed-orbit spin vector will precess in the horizontal plane, and just 180°from the snake it will be longitudinal. Therefore experiments with longitudinal spin will be possible at this discrete set of energies, -GY 1,2,3,...,19 (energy at multiples of about 13.6 Gew. For helicity experiments at STAR (6 o'clock) the solenoid should be in the 12 o'clock insertion; for experiments at PHENIX (8 o'cioc~j it shouid 'beat 2 o'ciocic
